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ABSTRACT 
Call center agents performance nowadays becomes one of the key success factors that determine 
the call center business goals. Not all call centers aware those agents' personal attributes also 
contribute to the organization image and performances. As a result, organizations often miss an 
opportunity to gain competitive advantage in their business process. Thus, the objective of this 
project is to model, design and develop an integrated web based application that can assess and 
record agents' personal development and work attributes while at the same time allowing 
supervisors to communicate about work performances. Each organization has its own business 
objectives that need to be met where can only be met through a comprehensive ways that 
effectively manages an organization's talent. This concern should be focus more on customer 
service industry because they consist of agents that deliver service to customer along the time. 
This project discussed on human resource management constraints which in terms of call center 
agents' personal development attributes and performances in call center. Therefore, this project 
had proposed one solution by providing an integrated web based application to assess agents' 
personal development and at the same time enhance internal communication levels called 
Integrated Talent Management System. Not only that, this report also discussed benefits on 
Talent Management System to customer service organization and existing criteria on current 
Talent Management System. Some characteristics and function have been identified to build and 
enhance the problem. There is also a section that talks on current customer service industry 
environment. There are two types of methodology for this project which are system methodology 
and research methodology. Incremental model is the most appropriate methodology approach for 
this project. Observation, informal interview and document reviews method are the key activities 
have been used to implement User Needs Assessment as well as to gather information. Gantt 
chart has been created whereby to assist and monitor the project timeline and key milestone. 
There is also a section that describe on the tools that will be used in order to develop this project. 
There is a discussion that discussed on the current practice of performance appraisal assessment 
and inbound reporting structure environment for this project Industry Partner. Functional 
modeling Diagrams had been developed to make the requirements looks clearer. Testing analysis 
has been conducted to get feedback from the user. Several recommendations and future works 
plans had been discussed too. Therefore, by having an integrated talent management system, the 
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author hope project objective can be achieved where it can assess and record agents' personal 
development and work attributes while at the same time allowing supervisors to communicate 
about work performance. Thus, an organization can have proper human resource management 
that will result in ease for the organization to achieve its business goals. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Customer service workforce like call center is a centralized office of a company 
that answers incoming telephone calls from customers or that makes outgoing 
telephone calls to customers [1]. It provides services to customers' in order to 
operate its business. There is no inventory of fmished goods that can be used to 
buffer production and yet maintain superior service level in current market 
demand. 
In call center, it has several types of employees'. Employee is someone hired by 
an employer under a contract of employment to perform work on a regular basis 
at the employer's behest [2]. Usually, call center will divide its employees into 
two major groups which are management and agents staffs where in each group 
will consist of many types of small groups again. Management staffs will deals 
on handling the human resource management, training and development, 
financial matters and system networking. Otherwise, call center agents groups 
are divided into inbound and outbound. These agents work in 24 hours and 7 
days environments. 
In organization, employees' performance is one of the significant measurements 
that contribute to the organization development. Organizations typically evaluate 
their employees using Key Performance Indicator (KPI) measurement. KPI 
usually assessed once a year to define and measure employees' work progress. It 
same goes to call center agents. It is crucial for a call center companies to assess 
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their agent's talent so that they can perform better to deliver high quality services 
to customers. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Call centers have more agents than managers where there are significant gaps in 
agents' personal development and work attributes that can be resulting in 
decrement of work effectiveness. 
1.2.1 Problem Identification 
Some companies have developed systems to perform Human Resource 
(HR) functions, but frequently different systems are not interoperable, 
sometimes there are only assess employees' performances and take for 
granted of their personal development aspect. If the employee has not 
achieved the company's desired targets according within designated 
timeframes as well as lacking of systems integration can result in 
decreased productivity and revenue, lost profit, unmotivated employees, 
work delays and many more. In addition, employees' might have 
diversity of tasks at one time that will reduce their works efficiency. 
This problem is particularly prevalent in high-performance customer 
contact environments such as helpdesks, telemarketing centers and call 
center service providers. Call center agents are the major labors that run 
the service for call center. These agents act as a representative that 
brings an image for the company. There are the labors that will face 
customers 24/7 basis. How are their communication, integrity, customer 
focus, analysis and problem solving skills? Does company assess their 
agents with these attributes? 
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There is an article shows that contact centers in United States and 
United Kingdom had employed 3% of their working population [3]. In 
addition, this sector has a growth rate of more than 8% a year [4] [5] [6] 
[7] [8] [9]. Thus, since customer contact workforces consist of large 
number of employees that have different working time, it might be a 
challenge for an organization to make sure their labors' performance and 
provide them with training and development needs. Most of call center 
nowadays only assess their agents performance based on quality, 
productivity and attendance only. They do not really aware that internal 
attributes must be strengthen first in order to produce good quality 
agents. 
Most of contact centers will divide their organization structure into 
support functions and production line function. Each function consist of 
many actors such as agents, supervisors, service project management, 
selection, recruit, train, administrative, system analyst, marketing, 
infrastructure management and many more. Below is one of the existing 
frameworks for contact center information systems design [1 0]. 
Figure 1: Framework for contact center information systems design. 
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N. what we can see from the above figure, we can summarize that 
performances which include personal attributes of each actors will 
determine whether an organization can achieve its target and business 
goals. 
1.2.2 Significance of the Project 
A web based application that is capable of processing a wide array of 
agents' personal details and assessing their personal development 
attributes to ensure agents' performance provision. It also integrates with 
agents' Key Performance Indicator (KPI) so that the assessment result 
would be more superior. By having such this application, contact center 
organization can have agents' not only exception in terms of work 
performance but in personal development as well. Plus, organizational 
performance and goal attainment can be maximized. 
1.3 Objective 
To model, design and develop an integrated web based application that can 
assess and record agents' personal development and work attributes while at the 
same time allowing supervisors to communicate about work performance. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
1) Clients 
Clients or also called end user for this application consist of Human 
Resource Management (HRM) staff and inbound call center staffs (team 
leader and call center agents). It is important to study clients' requirement 
to ensure the project application meets their expectation. The actual 
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problems scenario needs to be gathered from them to produce project that 
has high quality value. 
2) Personal Development attributes 
Personal development attributes are main input for this application. The 
selection of the attributes had been discussed and agreed with HRM 
assistance manager and inbound call center manager in SRG Asia Pacific 
(SRG AP). The attributes are key indicator whether agents' success in 
their personal development attribute or not. 
3) Interface Design for end-user 
Graphic User Interface (GUI) enables user to feel easier. Furthermore, 
GUI provides user friendliness that can make user understand more on 
the system's interface. 
1.5 Relevancy of the Project 
This project is relevant to customer service workforce industry because its focus 
on the agents' personal development attributes where many contact center 
organization take for granted on it. When people talk about contact center 
agents', they usually curious on how the agents' delivering services. The key 
measurement that always been used to monitor the agents' performance is their 
KPI. However, how about their personal attributes? Is that worth for an 
organization having an agent that success in their KPI but weak in their personal 
attitudes? How far HR department in contact center aware of its' agents' 
personal weaknesses? Therefore, by having this application, contact center 
organization can develop its' agents' quality plus enhance the communication 
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among HRM staff, team leader and agents. Furthermore, the relevancy of this 
project has been agreed by General Manager in this project industry partner. 
1.6 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame 
32 weeks is given for the author in order to develop a complete prototype for this 
project where it is approximately 8 months. Since this project also cooperated 
with an Industry Partner, therefore, there are some adjustment occurred during 
the development process. This happened because of the changed on the user's 
requirement, preferences and tastes. 
1. 7 Industry Partner 
This project work closely with one industry partner called "SRG Asia Pacific 
Sdn Bhd (SRG AP)". SRG is a mid-sized company which specializes in 
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and call center service delivery for other 
companies. This project wills prototype a system scoped on "customer service 
environment". SRG AP had allowed the author to develop and test the 
application in a real-life corporate setting. Thus, most all of the information and 




LITERA TIJRE REVIEW 
When people heard about word "integrated", they might think of "combine", 
"put together", "mix" and many more. However, do people realize that by 
developing an integrated system, they will gain a lot of benefits from it? An 
integrated system is pertinent for companies that consist of many employees, less 
efficient, hard to access the information like call center organizations'. 
Moreover, an integration system allows company to save ingoing maintenance 
and operation costs by continuously monitoring system [ 11]. 
Today' s changing business landscape demands that HR aligns its processes, 
practices and strategies with business objectives. This demand can only be met 
by a comprehensive solution that effectively manages an organization's human 
capital management. There are several challenges that always occur in HR such 
as [12]: 
• Heightened competition for skilled workers. 
• Acknowledgement of the high cost turnover. 
• Importance of succession planning. 
• Offshoring and outsourcing trends. 
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2.2 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
In order to retain an existence customer, an organization should sustain and 
enhance their Customer Relationship Management (CRM) with customers. CRM 
consists of managing all elements of a customer's relationship with an 
organization to create and maintain customer loyalty and retention and 
organization's profitability [13]. By delivering an exceptional CRM with high 
quality of product to customers, it will tend them to stay longer, buy more and 
create favorable word of mouth effects that may further benefit the organization 
[14]. CRM is pertinent element especially for customer service industry because 
this industry do not have any inventory that we can measure and touch with our 
hand. It's all about how they handle and deliver their services to satisfy their 
customers. Thus, it is crucial to also explicitly focus on human resource element 
of the company provider's capacity [14]. There's a lot of article approved that 
managing the human resource element is part of CRM activities and it is a 
significance key to meet business performance objectives[15][16][17][18][19]. 
For example, there is a natural conflict between high worker productivity and 
high levels of customer service predominantly in the service sector [20]. 
2.3 Customer Service Industry 
In customer service industry, managing and delivering service level is known to 
be a crucial element ofCRM. Based on Scoop Business article; New Zealand's 
contact center industry recorded 4% growth in 2010, taking the country's total 
number of seats from 28,730 to 29,000[21]. In addition, 12% of the contact 
centers' outsourced their services. It shows that this industry has grown up 
around the world [21]. 
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According to Computerworld, Malaysia has shown the strongest growth rate 
compared to others. Call centre industry growth rate in Malaysia is 17% 
compared to only 15% for the ASEAN region. The growth rate in Singapore is 
8%; India is 10% while Thailand is 15%. 
Normally, there are two types of calls in call center which are outbound and 
inbound [1]. Inbound calls are calls that are initiated by the customer to ask for 
help, report for product problems or obtain information. Outbound calls are 
different from inbotmd calls where the agent will call any selected customers 
mostly with the aim to sell a product or a service to that customer. Below is the 
sample of call center system model [22]. 
Enquiries ~ Sales Help Help Reservations Dispatch 
Appointment Call Center Debt Collection 
Order Appointment 
Payment Sales Lead 
999 Customer Data 
Medium People Technology 
• Voice • Customer Service • Call 
• Fax Support agents Management 
• Email • Center support • Database 
• Internet staff • Voice 
• Mail • Selling agents Recognition 
• Experts • Call 
• lnternetllntranetl Distribution 
Extranets 
• Mail 
Figure 2: Call Center Systems Model 
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From day to day, call centers always compete within their selfto convey the best 
service for their customers. Technology strategy of growing significance is the 
enablement of the multi-channel contact centre [21]. Thus, call center agent's 
performances are the key contribution for the company business goals. 
2.4 How Talent Management System benefits customer service organizations 
TMS framework is an enterprise-level, sustainable solution with immediate and 
long term benefits across the organization. There are some advantages that 
furnish HR to meet current and future challenges: 
• Improved decision-making capabilities, more accurate information sources in 
real time from the HR core [23]. 
• Provide a consolidated view of all employee data and used extensively 
throughout the suite to guide and inform decision making and planning [24]. 
• Well understood and important segment within Human Capital Management. 
2.5 Previous Implementation 
Different organization will have different problems and management style. Thus, 
they will have different desired function in their systems too. When people 
heard about "Human Resource Management", they always relate it with Human 
Resource Management System (HRMS). The other system that people usually 
think when we talk about HR is Talent Management System (TMS). Therefore, 
the author has done analysis on these two common systems. 
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2.5.1 Analysis on Oracle Human Resource Management System (HRMS) 
Currently, HRMS become a common system that usually used to 
develop, manage and improve employee benefits, HR and administration 
functions so the employer can focus on their core business value. 
Organizations' nowadays used HRMS as one of technology tool to 
monitor and streamline their human resource tasks. Oracle HRMS also 
one of the existing system that delivers a comprehensive platform and 
functionalities that helps an organization execute all four human capital 
management strategies[25]: 
• Comply: Managing core HR data and process, payroll, benefits and 
legislative/regulatory compliance. 
• Automate: Saving cost and time with inclusive, workflow-driven 
employee and manager self-service. 
• Measure: Providing metrics and analytical tools to stakeholder to 
convey information and determine the value ofHR program 
investments. 
• Align: Offering flexible programs designed to increase workforce 
value through a broad range of development. 
Basically, Oracle HRMS centralize human resource information by 
providing a centralized data repository for all people-management 
activities throughout the organization. Oracle HRMS offers the flexibility 
to choose modules that support organization unique Human Capital 
Management (HCM) strategy [25]. Based on the author's opinion, it will 
be waste and consume cost for an organization if they have all the 
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modules of the system but did not align with the business goals. An 
organization needs to identify and evaluate their organization objectives 











Figure 3: Oracle HRMS Modules 





Taleo's Talent Management solutions provide up-to-date insights into 
employees and candidates so that managers can see that employee that is 
empowering their organization and better understand how to recruit, 
retain and mobilize their employee for organization goals. 
In Taleo's TMS, it emphasized several elements which are on sourcing 
and recruiting, onboarding, performance reviews and goals and 
succession planning. Each of an element consists of their key activities to 
make sure the process achieve its target. 
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Figure 4: Taleo lMS elements 
2.6 Characteristics of Integrated Talent Management System (ITMS) 
IlMS is a system that purposely assessing contact center agents' personal 
development attributes. HRM is a department that responsible to manage 
employees ' in any organization. There are several modules that exist in HR. 
metrics [23] . Currently, the author had focused on enhancing internal 
communication, evaluating performance and developing contact center agents' 
personal attributes. 
Figure 5: Holistic view ofHR modules. 
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In order to reduce HR workloads and increase the organizations effectiveness, 
"Un- Integrated" strategic HR system need to be addressed [24]. In addition, we 
can say that by adding an "integration" feature in a system can bring an 
advantage to organization [24]. Based on knowledge management concept, an 
organization can streamline their current business process. Moreover, some 
performance key activities might be done manually, therefore, by developing this 
system; it can improve human resource process flow as well. 
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3.1 System Methodology 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
This project adopts an incrementallifecycle model. Incremental model is an 
evolution of waterfall model. The product is designed, implemented, integrated 
and tested as a series of incremental builds (26]. This model usually used in 
many commercial software companies. Since several ITMS application 
requirements are well define and consists of several ftmctions, thus, this 
approach is really suitable for it. In incremental development, it would break up 
the work into smaller pieces, schedule, develop over time and integrate it as they 
have been completed. The author had divided into three iterations which are 
HRM, team leader and call center agents. Each of them has different access 
level. However, there are ftmctionalities that can be accessed by the same user. 
Each iteration passes through requirement analysis, design, implementation and 
testing phases. 
There are several advantages of using this model [26]: 
• Generates prototype or working software quickly and early during the 
beginning of the software life cycle. 
• Flexible and less cost to change scope and requirements since it is divided 
into several small iterations. 
• Easier to test and debug. 
• Easier to manage risk because risky part are identifies and handled during its 
small iterations. 
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Requirements I-+ Design ~ lmpltiMntation ~ T ..... analysis 
[ 
Require~ents H 
. analys1s . . Design H~·--H T .... l 
[ Requireon.ents H 
analys1s Dotign H 1oop1otn1o1a11e H T .... 
[ 
Require~eniS H 
. analys1s . . Design 
Figure 6: Incremental Model 
Below are some of the key activities for each phase [27]: 
3.1.1 Planning Phase 
l 
Planning phase is an initiation time of each system development. There is 
one activity in this phase: 
• Requirement Analysis: 
It consists of determining the needs and conditions to meet for a new 
or altered product. In this activity, the author had analyzed common 
challenges faced by the customer semce industry. Based on the 
analysis, the most challenge that they faced is sustaining the caB 
center agents' personal development performances. 
3.1.2 Analysis Phase 
Analysis phase usually answer the questions of "who, what, where and 
when" on the system. It involves several activities such as: 
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Analysis Strategy: 
It consists of an analysis of current system (as-is system) that they 
had practiced as well as identify problems on it. It also a strategy to 
design new system (to-be system). 
It is crucial for the author to analyze the existing system process 
since it deals with an Industry Partner. There are several things that 
need to be considered such as who is the user for this system, what 
are the existing systems process flows, database types and many 
more. 
The author had designed Functional Model where it describes a 
business processes and the interaction an Information System (IS) 
with its environment. There are two types of model in this model 
which are activity diagram and use cases diagram. Data flow 
diagram has been created after done thorough analysis on the user 
requirement and system flow. 
• Requirement Gathering: 
The author used an observation, document review and informal 
interview method to ensure, observe, understand and gather 
information from this project Industry Partner. 
The author had spent almost a month and stayed at Industry Partner 
to collect real user requirement and discuss face to face on the 
problem faced by them. 
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3.1.3 Design Phase 
Design phase will answer "how" question about the system. This phase must 
be traceable to the analysis model and should be developed iteratively. There 
are four activities such as: 
• Architecture Design: 
It describes what type of software and network infrastructure will be 
used. 
When evolving analysis into design models, it is important to review 
the analysis models then add system environment information. Thus, 
the author had reviewed use case diagram and activity diagram and 
identified any missing classes and many more. 
• Interface Design: 
It deals on the user interaction with the system through designing 
and developing user interfaces. There are some criteria that the 
author looks into consideration such as process flow of user interface 
design, common used principle and techniques for navigation, input 
and output design. 
The author had identified that there are three types of user for this 
application. There are contact center agents, team leaders and HRM 
staff. 
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• Database and File Specification: 
It will describe what and where data will be stored. In this project, 
the author had selected webhosting server as storage to store all the 
files. FileZilla Client has been used to upload files into public 
domain server. 
• Program Design: 
It will describe what type of application and tools that the author will 
use in order to develop this system. 
The author had chosen Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 to design user 
interface for this application. 
- . Photoscape and Adobe Photoshop are used to edit images and effects 
for this project application. 
3.1.4 Implementation Phase 
This final phase touched about the action part of the system. There are 
several activities such as: 
• System Construction: 
This is the time to test the codified coding. There are four principles 
that the author had practiced[28]: 
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a) Preparation Principles 
• Analyze and understand of the problem that she tried 
to solve. 
• Understand basic design principles and concepts. 
• Select a programming langnage that meets the needs 
of the software to be built and the environment in 
which it will operate. 
• Pick a programming environment that provides tools 
that will make her work easier. 
b) Coding Principles 
• Constrain algorithm by following structured 
programming practice 
c) Validation Principles 
• Conduct a code walkthrough when appropriate. 
• Perform unit tests and correct errors uncovered. 
d) Testing Principles 
• All tests should be traceable to requirements 
• Tests should be planned. 
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• Installation: 
This is the time where replacing the new system into the old system. 
• Support Plan: 
This is the time where the project will have a formal and informal 
post-implementation review as well as identifY which part on the 
system that needs to be changed. 
3.2 Research Methodology 
Research methodology is a set of procedures or methods used to conduct 
research. In order to understand who users are and what they are doing should be 
critical activity. This research methodology is important to gather information 
such as users' preferences, opinions and suggestions. One of the research 
methods used to obtain user and task information is User Needs Assessment. A 
user needs assessment usually done to understand [29]: 
• What user's goals? 
• What they are trying to achieve? 
• What users actually do to achieve those goals? 
• How users are influenced by their physical environment? 
• What personal, social and cultural characteristics the users bring to the 
tasks? 
User needs assessment IS done for development oriented researches and 
designers [30]. Therefore, there are various tools to collect information for this 
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method. In this project, the author had used observation and informal interview 
approaches to gather user requirement information. 
3.2.1 Observation 
Observation method involves hmnan or mechanical observation of what 
people actually do. It is an important aspect of many action research 
studies. Information is collected by observing real life process work. The 
author had an opportunity to stay at SRG AP almost a month which 
during her semester break as well. From that duration, she had observed 
htmdreds types of agents' culture. In addition, the author have been 
exposed with their current software and hardware used such as Oracle 
server and several existing applications. 
3.2.2 Informal Interview 
Informal interview have been used in this research to gain a general 
understanding of the requirements from several clients in this project 
Industry partner. The reason to choose infonnal interviews approach for 
this project because it is flexible, simple, unstructured and time saving 
when preparing for the interview. It makes an ease for clients to give 
opinions and say something freely without following any specific 
guidelines. Moreover, it allows spontaneity to the interviews. The author 
has the freedom to change some questions or the sequence of the 
questions according to the responses or reactions from the interviewees. 
The author had interviewed several peoples that work on the performance 
appraisal and personal development attributes especially HRM peoples, 
inbound call center manager. Moreover, she had met and discussed with 
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the Industry Partner General Manager to gather information on the 
current systems and servers. 
3.2.3 Document Reviews Method 
Document reviews could be reviewing the printed documents or 
electronic documents (softcopy or hardcopy materials). For example, 
reviewing sample of documents that related with this project 
background, reports from the web or written information. The reviewing 
process is where and when the sticky notes were placed, writes on or 
even attached to other reading materials to make the reviewing process 
more comprehensive and easier references. There are also real 
documents from Industry Partner to make these reviews more inclusive. 
The findings from this method can be used and analyzed later. 
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3.3 Project Gantt chart 
Below is the current ITMS project Gantt chart. The purpose of the Gantt chart is 
to break large project activities into a series of smaller tasks in an organized way. 








9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 
Table 1: ITMS Project Gantt chart 
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3.4 Tools 
A program or application that software developers use to create, debug, maintain 
or support other programs and application is called Programming tool or 
Software Development tool [31]. It can be equipment, hardware, software and 
many more. There are six tools had been used for the system development which 
are: 
• Personal Computer (PC) 
The author had used her PC during the system development. She has 
performed most all of the SDLC tasks using this PC. It includes during 
planning, analysis, design as well as implementation phases activities. 
• Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 
Almost hundred percent of the system interfaces has been developed using 
this software. This software enables the author to design, develop and build 
standards-based web based application. The author had designed in visual and 
direct code basis with powerful Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) inspection 
tools. This software have several features such as industry leading web 
development environment, intelligent coding assistance, integrate Flash 
Video (FL V) content, support for leading technologies, integrated Content 
Management System (CMS) support, comprehensive CSS support and many 
more[34] 
• FileZilla FTP Client 
Files that had been designed and developed need to be transferred or uploaded 
into storage called server in order to execute it. FileZilla is a powerful open 
source FTP/SFTP client. This software is the path for the author to transfer 
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the developed files into the actual server. FileZilla is small but strong FTP 
client with many features. It includes a site manager to store all connection 
details and logins as well as an Explorer style interface that shows the local 
and remote folders which can be customized independently. There are several 
features ofFileZilla such as [35]: 
Easy to use 
Cross-platform (operates on Windows, Linux and many more) 
Available in many languages 
Supports resume and transfer of large files more than 4GB 
Drag and drop support 
Filename filters 
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Figure 7: Main form ofFileZilla Client 
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• Photoscape 
The author had used this tool to edit some of the images of this project. This 
tool is very easy to view, edit, combine, color, rename, resize and many more. 
• Adobe Photoshop CS5 
The impact of this tool is more extra detail in photo editing where it achieves 
superior results in fewer steps when noise removed, grain added, lens 
distortions corrected and sharpened. Header and footer images are some of 
the examples that had been edited using this tool. Moreover, it is an 
intelligent image editing and enhancement and creative tools and content. 
• Webhosting 
Webhosting is a service that allocates space for customers to showcase their 
websites on computer servers that are connected to the Internet 24/7 basis. 
The author had selected one server to locate her project files so those users 
easily assess it. There are several features of the server which are control 
panel, multi-domain hosting, mySQL databases, email protection, traffic 
statistics and 24/7 technical support. Server is crucial to store all the data and 
make the files assessable for others. 
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3.5 Key Milestone 
Key Milestone is a project indicator that always monitors our project progress. It 
is a milestone at the end of a stage that marks the completion of a work package 
or phase, typically marked by a high level event such as completion, endorsement 
or signing of a deliverable, output or any crucial meeting [33]. 









5 Final Report 
6 Project 
Presentation 
9 10 11 12 
Table 2: ITMS key milestone 
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1 2 3 4 
CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Understand the user requirement cannot be done while we constructing and testing the 
application. The requirement must be understood up front- frrst in the high-level project 
phase. The Analysis phase is where the project lifecycle begins. It is a situation where 
the author need to broken a large project down into smaller components. It is a part 
where the author needs to identify the overall direction that the project will take through 
the creation of the project strategy. 
In the Analysis phase, gathering requirements is one of the main key activities. It is 
usually more than simply asking the users what they need and writing their answers 
down. For this project, the author used Interview technique to gather requirements from 
this project Industry Partner (SRG Asia Pasific) staffs which consist of manager, 
executives and clerk. 
4.1 Current Performance Appraisal practice 
As for now, the author gathered information on SRG AP current Performance 
Appraisal working flow. Performance Appraisal is essential in any organization 
in order to evaluate staffs' performances. Different organization will have 
different way to evaluate their staff performances. When people talk about 
performance appraisal, the other elements that organizations usually include into 
it is Key Performance Indicator (KPI). KPI help an organization define and 
measure progress toward organizational goals. 
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In SRG AP, staffs' KPI will be assessed once in a year. They divide their staffs 
into two groups which are Call Center and Corporate (Management staffs). Each 
group will have different style of assessment. Call Center group consists of 
Customer Service Professional (CSP) agents, Quality Assurance (QA) and team 
leader. They will be accessed with different weightage which are 60% of it using 
monthly Performance Score Book (PSB) and 40% based on their Supervisor or 
Department Team Leader feedback. At the end of the year, Team Leader or 
Supervisor will access their agents' performance and rank it with several core 
values. The 60% of the weightage is the average of monthly's PSB. PSB is a 
score book that automatically generated by their system called "Blue Pumpkin". 
Every agent will be tracked and ranked on their team quality, productivity and 
attendance. At the end of the month, every staff will get their score book 
performance. 
Meanwhile, corporate level consists of several departments which are Hmnan 
Resource (HR), Administration and Finance, IT and Training and Development. 
KPI for all staffs in these departments will be accessed I 00% using a form called 
"Performance Appraisal". This form will be filled by the staffs supervisor once 
a year. Below is the figure that summarizes on the staffs KPI weightage for both 
levels. 
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Figure 8: Staffs' KPI evaluation 
4.2 SRG Asia Pasific Call Center Environment 
The author had analyzed on SRG AP call center environment during her 
requirement gathering phase. She had used informal interview technique by 
interviewing SRG AP HR Leader. In SRG AP, they divide their call center 
environment into two which are inbound and outbound. Basically, they 
implement 80:20 basis which are 80% on inbound, 20% on outbound. 
The author had focused on inbound scope since 80% of their core business on it. 
Based on the interview output, there are almost 400 call center agents work in 
under inbound services. In inbound services, SRG AP offered Prepaid and 
Broadband services to customers'. All of their call center agents' work in shift 
basis. 
The other input that the author get from her interview are the reporting structure 
in inbound group. There are five types of peoples involve in inbound reporting 
structure which are call center agents, team leaders, executives, senior 
executives, Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Below is a diagram that summarize 
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Fi2ure 9: SRG AP Call Center Environment 
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4.3 Personal Development Attributes 
Employee personal development is crucial in an organization. Many researchers 
have shown that growth and development are amongst the top motivational 
issues for employees today. Thus, the personal development issue must be 
tackled as a strategic issue to increase organization performance. 
In contact center environment, there are four significance attributes that need to 
be assessed for the contact center agents such as Integrity, Customer Focus, 
Analysis and Problem Solving and Communication 
• Integrity 
It demonstrates commitment by adhering to company stated values, policies 
and procedures. Does the right thing, conducts business in an ethical manner 
in accordance with our conduct guidelines. 
• Customer Focus 
It demonstrates knowledge of products. Strive to exceed customer 
expectations. 
• Analysis and Problem Solving 
It demonstrates the ability to gather information, to critically evaluate 




It communicates accurately and honestly in an open, candid and respectful 
manner. Organizes and expresses ideas and information clearly, usmg 
appropriate and efficient methods of conveying the information. 
4.4 Functional Modeling Diagrams 
After the author had done a lot of analysis on the system requirements, the 
designed for the proposed system starts. The purpose of designing the proposed 
system is to document and understand requirements obtained during the analysis 
phase. Moreover, it also designed to make things clear on the functional or 
external behavior of the system. There are two types of models used in this 
project which are; Activity diagram and Uses case diagram. 
• Activity Diagram 
An activity diagram will depict how a business system operates. Besides, it 
illustrates the processes that are performed and how objects or data move 
among them. Below is an activity diagram for this project. 
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Figure 10: ITMS Activity Diagram 
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• Use Case Diagram 
Use Case Diagram represents how a business system interacts with its 
environment. It define the requirements of the system being modeled and 
hence are used to write test scripts for the modeled system. Below is the 
project use case diagram. 
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4.5 Data Flow Diagram 
Data flow diagram is a graphical representation of the flow of data between 
processes. In other words, it shows what goes in, how it is changed and what 
comes out. In this project, it shows the flow activities for all users involved. 
















4.6 Application Interfaces 
Application Interfaces or also known as GUI allows the user to select from 
menus and icons or using either mouse or keystroke commands. It is the platform 
where the user will interact with in order to get and insert data. The author had 
made a few of interfaces for this project. Basically, there are three types of users 
for this application which are call center agent, team leader and HRM employee. 
All of the interfaces are made based on this project activity diagram and it is 
attached at the back ofthis report (Appendix I). 
4.7 Project Testing 
Application usually needs to be tested in order to verify and validate whether it 
meets the business and technical requirement or works as expected [36]. 
Moreover, it is a process of exercising a program with the specific intent of 
finding errors prior to delivery to the end user [28]. Testing usually will produce 
errors, requirements conformance, performance and indication of quality. It also 
gives the developer more ideas what kind of improvements need to be added. 
Since the methodology of this project is incremental model, the testing part has 
been done after the requirement analysis, design and implementation phases. 
4.7.1 Project Evaluation 
The author had tested this application with one group of committee event 
at university level which consists of the event secretary, head of public 
relation department and nine working committees. Public relation 
department is a unit where they are required to deal with a lot of clients. 
Thus, communication skills, problem solving, integrity and task focus are 
practiced. There are eleven users involved. The secretary of this event 
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had taken a HRM position on the aetna! project application. Meanwhile, 
the head of the public relation had taken a team leader position and the 
other nine working committees act as the agents. The users need to rate 
each of the criteria with one to five ratings. The user had tested this 
application for several times in order to test the application performances. 
All the users had used their own PC (with Internet connection) to access 
the application. The analysis has been done after receiving the feedbacks 
from the users. 
A system evaluation form (Appendix 2) had been prepared for the user to 
ask and see their feedback after using the application. There are five 
criteria have been asked in the evaluation forms which are ease of use, 
educational content of the application, presentation/organization content, 
user interaction and technical presentation. Each of the criteria has 
several sub criteria which produced more detail feedbacks. 
4.7.2 Analysis of the Project Evaluation 
Thorough analysis has been done for each of the evaluation criteria. 
Since the users had tested for a few times, the author had analyzed the 
result and took the average rating for each criterion. 
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4.7.2.1 Ease of Use 
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Figure 13: Ease of use graph 
Based on the graph above, there are six users rate this criterion 
with four and the other five users' rate with five. Based on the 
interview's feedback, even they are not the actual HRM, team 
leader and agents; they feel comfortable and ease to understand 
the flow of the project application. On top of that, they also 
like the contact functions among team leader and agents where 
it can increase the relationship level between HRM, team 
leader and agents. 
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4.7.2.2 Educational content of the application 
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Figure 14: Educational content of the application graph 
There are ten users agreed that this application has depth 
information and only three of them said that the information 
depth is normal. Most all of the agent users satisfied with the 
profile information about them. 
Moreover, all of the users agreed that it has range of 
information where agents can only view their own profile, 
team leader can views their own profile plus their supervised 
agents, HRM can views all the employees' profiles. This 
access level is really excellent implementation because it 
allows only certain people have the authority to view the 
personal information. 
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Figure 15: Presentation/organization content graph 
There are nine users strongly agreed that the content of 
this application is organized and uses real-life problems 
scenarios. In profile section, the information is organized 
which consist of employees' information, educational 
background and past experiences. These data had given 
the team leader an idea before evaluating their agents . 
This project used real call center scenario which add its 
value. This shows that agents' personal development 
really need to be assessed and enhanced in order to 
produce well rounded agents. Screen help and instructions 
functionalities are the other parts that provide an ease for 
the user to use it. The user had been agreed that images 
button helped them in viewing information. 
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Figure 16: User interaction graph 
All users strongly agreed that this project encourages them 
to apply knowledge and skills to real life situations. Since 
communication is one of the attribute that being assessed, 
communication between agents, team leader and HRM 
need to be strengthen ftrst. Internal communication needs 
to be strengthening ftrst before agents make any 
communication to customers. Thus, it would be an ease 
for them to persuade and deliver their services to 
customers. Moreover, it also provides appropriate 
feedback to user responses and makes an ease for them in 
terms of user interaction. For example, once the user login 
into their page, it will prompt the user name where it is 
one the element in human computer interaction practices. 
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4.7.2.5 Technical Presentation 
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Figure 17: Technical presentation graph 
During the testing period, the project application had run 
smoothly without any delays. All users agreed that the 
grammar also accurate and hyperlink practices had made it 
more attractive presentation. Thus, ten of them strongly agreed 
that this project adequately meets its objective where to model, 
design and develop an integrated application that can view 
agents' KPI and at the same time assessing agents' personal 
development attributes in customer service workforce. 
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4.7.2.6 Average Rating for Each Criterion 
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Figure 18: Average ratings for each criterion graph 
The above graph shows the average ratings for each 
criterion that had been evaluated on the project 
application. Technical presentation has the highest rating 
which is 4 .96 out of 5. This application bas been stored in 
a public server where everyone can assess it at the same 
time everywhere they are at that time. It is a cloud 
computing system where team leader can done the agent 
evaluation process wherever they are as long as they have 
internet connection. The same things happen to HRM and 
agents; they can communicate each other through this 
project application easily without remembering their email 
address. Grammar spelling especially description of the 
descriptors has been agreed, scanned and checked by the 
project supervisor and HRM manager. 
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Presentation or organization content and user interaction 
have similar rating which are 4. 71. The contents are really 
based on the actual user requirements. The author had 
spent several months to gather the actual user 
requirements at the project industry partner. Meanwhile, 
educational content is the fourth rating which is 4.46 out 
of 5 and the last rating is ease of use criteria which is 4.45. 
In conclusion, all criteria still within 4 to 5 scale where it 




During the system development, observation, recommendations, comments and 
feedbacks are always occurred. Any system development definitely will undergo for 
maintenance once it is delivered to the customer. Change could happen because of some 
unexpected input values into the system. Changes usually give benefit if we always 
analyzed and observed of the system flow and performance. However, since this project 
period only limited up to April 2011, the author wants to suggest the future works for 
expansion and continuation of this project: 
• A data summary function that extracts and list staff training and development 
needs based on the lacking attributes of the call center agents. Ideally, there 
could also be a Knowledge Based System (KBS) or data mining function that 
automatically searches the internet or from the past experience information in the 
database for upcoming courses, workshops or seminars related to those training 
needs and then sends notifications to Training and Development Department as 
well as Human Resource Management Department. 
• The personal development attributes result would be generated automatically by 
the system. The system itself will calculate the number of agents that have marks 
below than three and will generating a graph of the result automatically. 
• A flowcharting and milestone function for charting staff career paths for 




Customer service Industry has grown up nowadays around the world. Some of 
them outsource the services among themselves. Contact center companies 
consist of support and production line function which most all of them are 
agents. Employees are a "main resource" for company success. Agents become 
the main labour source that operates the call center. Their services act as a 
representative for the entire of a company. Thus, every single attribute for these 
agents should be assessed. HRM is very crucial in any organization and it is a 
department that always involves in managing people in an organization. On top 
of that, by developing ITMS, wide range of human resource management 
process throughout companies can be improved. ITMS is an integrated web 
based application for customer service workforce where focusing on assessing 
and recording contact center agents' personal development attribute and at the 
same time allowing supervisors to communicate about work performances. It 
consists of several concepts such as employees' details, communication and user 
alerts. Moreover, there are some applications' nowadays that already assess call 
center agents' performances. The main SDLC model in developing this project is 
using Incremental Model. SDLC approaches had been practiced in order to 
perform well in this project. Research methodologies for this project are using 
observation, informal interview and document reviews method had produced 
thorough analysis on real user requirement. A Gantt chart has been created to 
guide the project flow and it is within the timeframe. User Need Assessment is 
one of the research methodologies in this project and most of data gathering for 
this project is from SRG AP since the author has acquired permission to work 
closely with this company. The author had discussed on SRG AP performance 
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appraisal current system, SRG AP inbound call center environment and the 
personal development attributes that want to be assessed. Therefore, this project 
is relevance to its objective where it is an integrated web based application that 
assessed and recorded agents' personal development and work attributes while at 
the same time allowing supervisors to communicate about work performances. 
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Integrated Talent Management System 
Please choose the way you log ln. 
!"'i~IT .. mluc:t I~ 
v....,POARtl~ 
Figure 19: ITMS main page 
Integrated Talent Management System 
Welcome HRMI Please log in to continue. 
U..rname : 
P.-wc~ut : 
Figure 20: HRM login page 
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Integrated Talent Management System 
._ 
Welcome to HRM area. 
T-Ltw. c.- .... ea.... 
.......... I~ lok"-'" -









-... ~ .. -: 
,.,._ 
-
-I'· N .... 
.. =-
..... : llltSIDma 
-No.:»n•ll 
Figure 21 : HRM main page 
Integrated Talent Management System 
Notify AU Team Leader. 
YDII E·IIIIOI Address: 
Sllb)ICt: 
-
Figure 22: Notify all team leader page 
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Integrated Talent Management System 
Welcome Team Leader! Please log in to contilue. 
U11mame 
Pnaword 
Figure 23: Team leader login page 
Integrated Talent Management System 
II)',_ Ill)' Acm l c.r..t : 1111111 1 IAcMd 
Welcome to Team Leader area. 




Integrated Talent Management System 
l Employee Prohla Information Information .. ::M:==•~hUu~ ... MJddeH~~ ,. _ _,_ 
Educ•tfon P-.ponMcK 760824 14-70l"' 
Information 
....,.._ Contact lnlormot1on 
fmell ......,.•..,..~-oom 
ttorne Pnone: Ol-41 D0.3071 
lllllob .. Phone:0\ 7...8414855 
lmera-nq,ttP:: l112·:J!rii1343 
Address 
Figure 25: Team leader profile' s page 
SRG 
Integrated Talent Management System 
Figure 26: My agent list page 
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Integrated Talent Management System 
KPI:March 2011 
&ralfJA:,._IPI 
IIIII No /I(IIIIA(NIM Qoofly I ....... AllloMo i llllill 
IA,.DIIISiliWM I o..~~ 170 . ., AJO tu 
IA..rtfUIMM lllti •.10 I 4.!0 ·~ Ul IAJI:IIll.f..lt.W I ~ us AJO lJl Ul 
IIJWIII..tlllorll 
"*" 1.111 105 ~00 Ul IAJIIIWAIWI_tlllofllj llawNI 1.111 us tOO lJI 
1.\.RAitiJld ,._..., us llO 19.1 <f' 
IA..KOGL\.tlOeclt JLtiMI 4-9.1 I 410 4.00 Ul 
IA..IIRIIA..IJld I ,... l..llll A !0 100 Ul 
I.\}W:A,.110oclt I llilnll l..llll 19.1 lJl Ul 
Ba~;k to mam 
Figure 27: Agents ' KPI page 
SltG 
Integrated Talent Management System 
Pei'WONII AttrtbutM ,...utt for March 2011 
Number of qents 1 
The latest PDA result 
Bock to moon 
Figure 28: Personal development attributes result page 
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Figure 29: Contact agent page 
...... "" -~·· 
Integrated Talent Management System 
C o;nlac:t Ms Sabnna 
Your N dme 
Your E-ma1 l Address 
Subject: 
·-
Figure 30: Contact HRM page 
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I 
Welcome Agent! Please cnoo'e your own log 1n 
11>;41 ......... !4·1-1-Ef#po;;;j.,.j 
Figure 31: Specific agents' login page 
Employ•• 
llnlonnallon 8 Profile Information ·~-·~····..-...... ..... _ ........ ..._._ ....... -.--.. .. ...... _ o.... 
Educetlon ._....,. ....... ,....., .. , 
fnformatlon .,., ·...,.. 
.................. ..,."" 
.. .~ --~ 1\ -··~--
~ 
Contac:t Information 
.... , ............. -
_ ....... , ........ . 
._ ........... .... 
......... J·~·----
Addr••• 
- ·-.. _ ...... _ ... ..._ . ......,_ 
..,._ , ,.,..,,_....,. ......__ 
---
--........ ~. 
Figure 32: Agents ' profile page 
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Contact Ms Subama 
Your H..,... I 
.... 
Figure 33: Contact team leader page 
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APPENDIX2 
S\"STI.\1 IV:\Ltl.o\TION FOR.\1 
Project Objcctiwc To model, design ~nd develop ~n integr ~ted applic~tion th~t c~n view ~gents' KPI 
~1\d :lit the nrM time ~~$t:::::::::ing ~geM::::· per::::or.~l de:velopmel\t 4Urib11te:::: in 'u::::tomtr ::::ervice worhforce. 
SECTION A· USER DETAILS 
!)Gender: Male B 
Fem~le 
2)R~ce: ~~~ Chinese 
Indian 
Other 
SECTION 8 • SYSTEM PERFORMANCES 
Score as follows: 1• SrtCVI:f/&D..'<OJJIM, 5, SrtCVI:f/&Ailll¥ 
1 2 3 4 5 
1) Ease of use 
a· Ease to understand basic controls, major features organization 
2) Educational content of the application 
a· Depth information 
b· Breadthlr~nge of inform~tion 
3) Presentation/organization content 
a· Presents material in ~n organized manner 
b· Provides eas~ to use on screen instructions 
c· Provides consistent, ease to use help screens 
d· Uses real·life problems and/or authentic scenarios 
4) User Inter action 
a· Helps user remember information 
b· Ease of user inter action 
C· Provides appropriate feedback to user responses 
d· Allow/encourages user to ~ppl~ knowledge/skills to real life situations 
5) Technical Presentation 
a· Runs smooth!~ without long del~ys 
b· Spellinglgr~mm~r ~ccur~te 
c· Use of hyperlinks 
d· Adequately meets its objective 
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<title>Integrated Talent Management System</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; 
charset=iso-8859-1"> 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" /> 
<style type="text/css"> 



















<h1><span id=":19i">Integrated Talent Management 
System</span></h1> 
<table width="601" border="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="415"><p><a href="myprofile.html"><strong>My 
Profile</strong></a><strong> I Contact <a 
href="http://fypitms.com/leader/subarna/contact">: Team 
Leader </a> or <a 
href="http://fypitms.com/hrm/sabrina/contact">HRM</a></stro 





<td><h2 a1ign="center">Welcome to agent area.</h2> 
<p><img src="img/KIDCHANSTUDI0013.jpg" width="415" 
height="308"></p></td> 
<td><p><img src="img/dineish.jpg" width="150" 
height="200"></p> 
<p>Name : Mr. Dineish</p> 




<!-- /content --> 
</div> <!-- /chead --> 




<p>Copyright by Rabiatul Adawiyah Ahmad</p> 
</div> 
<!-- /footer --> 
</body> 
</html> 





<title>Integrated Talent Management System</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; 
charset=iso-8859-1"> 






















<hlXspan id=":l9i">Integrated Talent Management 
System</spanX/hl> 
<table width="600" border="O"> 
<hr width = "600" /> 
<tr> 
<td width="l40"Xa href="myprofile.html"Ximg 
src="img/employee_information.jpg" alt = "View Employee 
Information" width="l40" height="l92" border="O"X/aX/td> 
<td width="296" rowspan="2" 
valign="top"Xh2Xstrong>University I College</strongX/h2> 
<pXstrong>Name:</strong>Nilai University College</p> 
<pXstrong>City:</strong> Negeri Sembilan</p> 
<pXstrong>Country:</strong>Malaysia</p> 
<pXstrong>Graduate date: </strong>May 2006</p> 
<pXstrong>Course taken:</strong> Certificate in 
Business Studies</p> 
<pXstrong>Awards received</strong>:<ul 
type="square"Xli>Deans' List Awards for every 
Semester</li> 
<li>Best Young Entrepreneur President at Nilai 
University College</li> 
<li>Debate member at Nilai University College</li> 




<td width="l50" rowspan="O"><img src="img/dineish.jpg" 
width="l50" height="200" align="absbottom"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="l87"><a href="eduinfo.html"><img 
src="img/education information.jpg" alt="View Education 




src="img/work_experience.jpg" width="140" height="192" 
border="O"></a></td> 
<td><h2><strong>Secondary Education</strong></h2> 

















<!-- /content --> 
</div> <!-- /chead --> 




<p>Copyright by Rabiatul Adawiyah Ahmad</p> 
</div> 









<title>Integrated Talent Management System</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; 
charset=iso-8859-1"> 





















<hl><span id=":l9i">Integrated Talent Management 
System</span></hl> 
<table width="600" border="O"> 
<hr width = "600" /> 
<tr> 
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<td width="140"><a href="myprofile.html"><img 
src="img/employee information.jpg" width="140" height="192" 
border="O"></a></td> 
<td width="296" rowspan="2"><h2>Profile 
Information</h2> 
<p><strong>Staff ID:</strong> 1A_DINEISH_01Jul10</p> 
<p><strong>Full Name: </strong>Dineish a/1 
Arumugam</p> 
<p><strong>Middle Name:</strong> Arumugam</p> 
<p><strong>Nickname:</strong> Dineish</p> 
<p><strong>Passport No:</strong> 850924-14-7021</p> 
<p><strong>Sex: </strong>Male</p> 
<p><strong>Birthday:</strong> 24th September 1985</p> 
<p><strong>Religion:</strong>Indian</p> 
<p><strong>Marital Status:</strong> Single</p></td> 















<p><strong>Home Phone:</strong> 03-41083071</p> 
<p><strong>Mobile Phone:</strong>017-6414890</p> 










<p><strong>Address: </strong> Rumah Bangle No 6, 











<!-- /content --> 
</div> <!-- /chead --> 




<p>Copyright by Rabiatul Adawiyah Ahmad</p> 
</div> 




if ($_POST['name'] != '"' && $ POST['email'] && 
















if($hour<=O) { $hour+=12; } 
$ts = "$hour:$min:$sec on $day/$mon/$year"; 
$to="dineish.arumugam@gmail.com"; 
$subject="Contact From FYPitms.com"." $subjectl"; 
$body=" 







$email= "From: $name <$email>"; 























<body bgcolor="#ffffff" text="#666666"> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<center> 
<table border="l" cellpadding="3" cellspacing="O" 
width="400" bordercolor="#919191" bgcolor="#E6E6E6"> 
<tr> 
<td width="100%"> 
<p><center><b><font color="#OOOOOO">Email was 
sucesfully sent to: <?php echo $to 
?></font></b></center><p> 
<b>Subject:</b> <?php echo $subjectl ?><br> 
<b>From:</b> <?php echo $_POST['email']; ?> <br> 
<b>Message:</b> <br> 
<?php echo $message ?> 










<title>Contact email error</title> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#ffffff" text="#666666"> 
<p> 
<table border="l" cellpadding="3" cellspacing="O" 



















If ($name = "") 
echo "Name feild is empty<br>"; 
If ($email = "") 
echo "Email feild is empty<br>"; 
if ($subjectl = "") 
echo "Subject feild is empty<br>"; 
if ($message == "") 
echo "Message feild is empty<br>"; 
?> 
<p> 
Email message wasn't sent 
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